
„The Syrian civil war is orchestrated by an organisation of very determinate states, which have almost exterminated
financial resources: you think that the militiamen of the armies jihadiste take up to 1500 dollars in the month, when an
Assad soldier earns only 60 of them“. - I give Monsignor Antoine Au that it has no hairs on the language and for the
same admission it is accustomed to speaking according to the evangelic dictation „yes is yes, no is no“. The Chaldean
Aleppo bishop has met on Saturday on April 30 the readers of the Newspaper and de The Eyes of the War. 

Excellence, which is the situation to Aleppo? Last week II bombardment of the hospitals, each day 
new attacks.
„The situation is dramatic: the city divided into two, to West the government ones and to east the rebels 
asserragliati in the old city. 80 % of the population is without work. And the bombardments last months. But 
on the hospital I would mean a thing: it is necessary to take care, the western mass media talk about Siria 
only when it attaches the Assad army. When the rebels fire he does not speak anybody about it. Last Friday 
the groups armed with the opposition have bombarded one mosque being 250 between dead men and hurt. 
Have you it felt to speak?“ 

Are there two weights and two measures?
„Of course: for the West Assad it kills the children and the pediatricians, while the rebels isla - mixtures are 
angels...“
 
What would serve to free the city? 
„An intervention boots on the ground, to sweep road these armies. But it is impossible“.
 
Why? 
„The Turkey is to 40 km. with the city, each day sends new combatants“.
 
Who pays-for everything this? 
„The money comes from Arabia Saudìta, the militiamen are armed and trained in Turkey“. 

Then does the coalition that Isis fights in fact finance the jihad?
„Exactly. This war is organised for interests echo - nomici and strategic at high levels of USA and Israel, 
according to a quite orchestrated agreement. But they are their behind everything: they have their ìnteressì, 
which they defend through intermediaries like the Turkey, the Arabia, the Qatar...“ 

There are very heavy words. 
„They are still clear. The knots are two: the will of Israel of surviving and that American of imposing the own 
economic supremacy. These objectives are woven and to reach them one aims to divide the adversaries. He
looks at what they have done with Saddam and thing they have tried to do with Assad“. 

How does it judge instead of the Russian intervention? 
„It has been a blessing: Putin has been our rescuer against the islamist extremists.“
 
Is a co-habitation possible between Christians and Musulmans? 
„I have it Moslem friends, with which there is a great reciprocal estimate. Of course, the musul - hands are 
thought like a group, have a mentality tribale. In the islam the individual is not put in front of the own 
responsibilities as in the Christianity“. 

From the Italian newspaper ‘Il Giornale’, 4 May 2016
(submitted by an Italian friend)

Source: Syrian Free Press 
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